Report
I, Mukhovikova Elena Nikolaevna, live in Moscow of the Russian Federation, used the
devices of development of concentration of eternal life PRK-1U which are adjusted on
medical profiles from March 28, 2020 to May 12, 2020 via the website med.grabovoi.tech.
1. Used devices 1, 2, 3, 4, 5; 2. - Carried out concentration on lenses of the devices
1,2,3,4,5; periodically was in front of the monitor with video broadcasting of the device No.
4
- did not carry out concentration on lenses, but was in front of the monitor with video
broadcasting of the device.
(necessary to emphasize).
3. - At the same time carried out concentration on number series from books by Grigori
Grabovoi (devices 1,3,5): "Normalization of composition of chemical elements by
concentration on numbers" 2001; "Number rows of psychological normalization"
2003; "Concentration on numbers of plants for restoration of an organism" 1998;
Restoration of man’s matter by concentration on number rows" 2002.
- did not carry out concentration on number series from books - devices 2,5. (necessary to
emphasize).
4. - Carried out control with Grigori Grabovoi’s methods on work with PRK-1U
1. "The Teaching of Grigori Grabovoi about God. Method of use of the device of
development of concentration of eternal life PRK-1U with use of three lenses at the
same time".
2. "The Teaching of Grigori Grabovoi about God. Method of use of the device of
development of concentration of eternal life PRK-1U by means of use of the
remote areas of Consciousness".
3. "The Teaching of Grigori Grabovoi about God. Method of use of the device of
development of concentration of eternal life PRK-1U by combination of interaction of
Spirit and Consciousness".
4. " The Teaching of Grigori Grabovoi about God. Creation of Eternity" of
28.02.2020.
4.1 method of protection and neutralization of a coronavirus 2019-nCoV, found in
China.
5. "The Teaching of Grigori Grabovoi about God. Technologies of protection and
treatment from the coronavirus found in China 2019-ncov". (individual and
collective control):
5.1 method of protection against infection with a coronavirus of this type;
5.1.2 method of disinfecting of some external objects of external environment from
a coronavirus.;
5.2 method where the biological activity of brain and interaction of Consciousness
with it for protection against infection of a coronavirus is used;
5.3 method of neutralization of a coronavirus in case if there was already infection
with a coronavirus.
5.4 method of normalization of an organism in case if there are diseases which can
be caused by this virus.
1
- did not use Grigori Grabovoi’s methods on work with PRK-1U.
(necessary to emphasize).

5. Received results:
Improvement of health: (Device 1, 3 and 5)
- Instantly removed the syndrome of chronic fatigue connected with moving on a
permanent residence: there was a cheerful mood, feeling of ease, feeling of increase in
power of the organism, the working capacity increased, the need for a dream decreased.
- Due to the mode of self-isolation there was a body weight increase. During the
work on the purposes: restoration of norm of weight, removal of aging and rejuvenation
of me and all - recorded instant reduction of body weight by 1.5 kg and feeling of
smartness of skin, the backbone became straight, ease in all body.
- improvement of a situation in Italy on diseases from a coronavirus.
https://www.kp.ru/daily/27128/4215387/
- as in technologies for work with 2-19-nCoV concentration of Consciousness on
increase in saturation of brain by oxygen is used, under the law of general connections
the external surrounding space is also saturated with oxygen. After individual and
collective control as a result over the Arctic the big ozone gap dragged on.
https://news.rambler.ru/ecology/44116625-nad-arktikoy-zatyanulas-bolshayaozonovaya-dyra/?utm_source=head&utm_campaign=self_
Treatment:
1) I worked with my son and his family distantly on treatment from a SARS and
for protection against infection 2019-nCoV, found in China. An absolute recovery for
the second day. (device 4)
2) Carried out control distantly on removal of consequences from a brain stroke at the
woman of 59 years who is in intensive care of BSMP in Kazakhstan. The next day the
speech and movements were restored, she was transferred to usual chamber. (Device
5) In this case, I didn’t carry out concentration on number series from books.
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